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Abstract

This paper shows how the identi�cation step in several
identi�cation for control schemes can be performed in
a uni�ed and simpli�ed manner� We utilize a particu�
larly simple indirect method for closed�loop identi�ca�
tion and show how the �x noise model�pre�lter should
be chosen in order to match the identi�cation and con�
trol criteria�

� Introduction

�Identi�cation for control� or �experiment�based con�
trol design� has been studied by many researchers dur�
ing the last decade or so and nice accounts of this body
of research can be found in the excellent surveys by
Gevers �	
 and Van den Hof and Schrama �	�
� It is
generally noted that two di�erent branches of identi�
�cation for control exist �	�
 the �rst one focuses on
quanti�cation of model error while the second one con�
centrates on identi�cation of a nominal model suited for
control design� In this paper we will exclusively study
methods that aims at improving control performance
through the use of identi�ed models of the plant� The
goal is thus to identify a model G of the true plant G�

that will result in a high�performance controller in the
subsequent model�based control design� As we shall see
presently� this leads to a joint identi�cation and control
design procedure�
Consider a general control performance function

J�G�� F � in some normed space� e�g� the space of real
rational transfer functions� and a model G of the true
plant G�� Our task is to construct a controller F us�
ing the model G that gives good performance when
applied to the real plant G�� Thus we want to mini�
mize kJ�G�� F �k but we can only base our design on
kJ�G�F �k� The following triangle inequality was intro�
duced by Schrama �	�� 		
���kJ�G�F �k � kJ�G�� F �� J�G�F �k

��� �
� kJ�G�� F �k �

� kJ�G�F �k� kJ�G�� F �� J�G�F �k

From this it is clear that kJ�G�� F �k small if the
designed performance cost kJ�G�F �k is small and if

kJ�G�� F � � J�G�F �k � kJ�G�F �k� These condi�
tions can be interpreted as demands for high nomi�
nal performance and robust performance� respectively�
kJ�G�F �k is minimized in the control design and for
robust performance we should minimize kJ�G�� F � �
J�G�F �k� For a �xed controller F this is an identi�ca�
tion problem� Thus the problem of improving perfor�
mance using model based control naturally separates
into two sub�problems� one control problem

min
F
kJ�G�F �k �	a�

and one identi�cation problem

min
G
kJ�G�� F �� J�G�F �k �	b�

The identi�cation problem �	b� is an example what
is called a control�relevant identi�cation problem
we measure the plant�model mismatch in a control�
relevant norm� A prominent feature in most control�
relevant identi�cation schemes has been the use of
closed�loop experiments� It is well�known that many
standard identi�cation methods that give consistent es�
timates when applied to open�loop data may fail when
applied in a direct way to closed�loop identi�cation�
This includes the subspace methods� the instrumental
variable method and the output error methods with
an incorrect noise model� Several attempts have thus
been made towards constructing a consistent and eas�
ily tunable closed�loop identi�cation method that can
be used for solving �	b� for some speci�c control per�
formance function J given a controller F and � as can
be expected��� � the number of identi�cation methods
suggested is roughly the same as the number of groups
working in the area� In this contribution we show that
the identi�cation step in four di�erent identi�cation for
control schemes can be performed using a single indi�
rect method by properly tuning the experiment design
parameters�
The rest of the paper is organized as follows� Next� in

Section �� we set the stage for the remaining sections by
introducing some notation and specifying the feedback
set�up we consider in this paper� Then in Section � we
focus on the indirect method we recommend as a �rst
choice in identi�cation for control� Here we also present
some alternative methods that have been advocated in



the literature� Section � contains the main results of the
paper� The uni�cation of the four approaches� Finally�
in Section � we give some concluding remarks�

� Preliminaries

As a general set�up we will consider the feedback system
in Figure 	� The true system is

�r e � F �u G�
� e�
��

v

�y

�
��

Figure 	� The closed�loop system

y�t� � G��q�u�t� � v�t�� v�t� � H��q�e�t�

Here e is white noise and q�� is the unit backward
shift operator� i�e�� q��u�t� � u�t� 	�� From Figure 	�
it follows that the closed�loop system becomes

y�t� � G��q�F �q�S��q�r�t� � S��q�v�t� ���

where S��q� denotes the sensitivity function

S��q� �
	

	 �G��q�F �q�

From ��� we see that the closed�loop transfer function
will be

T� �
G��q�F �q�

	 �G��q�F �q�
� 	� S��q�

T� is called the complementary sensitivity function� We
also have

u�t� � S��q�F �q�r�t� � S��q�F �q�v�t� ���

The reference signal r is assumed independent of the
noise e� Note though� that from ��� it is clear that
the input u will be correlated with e � this is what
distinguishes closed�loop identi�cation problems from
open�loop ones� We will assume the stabilizing con�
troller F to be known� linear� and time�invariant for all
identi�cation purposes�

� Closed�loop identi�cation

The goal in closed�loop identi�cation is to obtain good
models of the plant G� despite the feedback� Several
methods exist for handling closed�loop data and they
may be divided into direct� indirect and joint input�
output methods� respectively �see e�g�� ��
 and �	�
��
The material in this section will serve as a base for the
discussion in Section ��

�
� A simple indirect method

The indirect identi�cation approach consists of two
steps�

	� Identify the closed�loop system ��� using measure�
ments of y and r�

�� Using this estimate and the knowledge of the con�
troller F � compute an estimate of the open�loop
system G��

By using a prediction error method � that can handle
arbitrary parameterizations � we can automatically ob�
tain an estimate of G� without having to carry out the
second step explicitly� Consider the following model

y�t� �
G�q� ��F �q�

	 �G�q� ��F �q�
r�t� �H�q� ��e�t� ���

To obtain an estimate of G� we can apply a standard
least�squares prediction error method to the model ����
In the sequel ��� will be referred to as an indirect
�method�� although we really mean the model ��� to�
gether with the prediction error method for estimat�
ing the parameters� We also remark that this straight�
forward approach to indirect identi�cation is suggested
as an exercise in ��
 �Problem 	�T����
In general we could also apply a pre�lter L�q� but as

pointed out in ��
 the e�ect of using the pre�lter L�q�
is identical to changing the noise model from H�q� �� to

�HL�q� �� � L���q�H�q� ��

Hence� we shall in the following only consider the case
L�q� � 	 since the option of pre�ltering is taken care
of by the freedom in selecting H�q� ��� In this paper we
will also limit the noise model H�q� �� in ��� to be �xed

H�q� �� � H��q�

The prediction error for ��� with H�q� �� � H��q� is

��t� �� � H��
�

�q�

�
y�t��

G�q� ��F �q�

	 �G�q� ��F �q�
r�t�

�

Following Ljung ��
 the prediction error estimate is then
obtained by solving

min
�

VN ��� � min
�

	

N

NX
t��

���t� �� �

min
�

	

N

NX
t��

�
H��
�

�q�

�
y�t��

G�q� ��F �q�

	 �G�q� ��F �q�
r�t�

���

Practically� this minimization can be performed by us�
ing a Newton�type search method which involves taking
the gradient of VN ���� One might think this will cause
considerable problems but note that

d

d�
��t� �� � �H��

�
�q�

d

d�
G�q� ��

F �q�r�t�

�	 �G�q� ��F �q���

Thus� compared to an algorithm for estimating an out�
put error model of a system operating in open�loop�



this minimization involves an additional �ltering of the
excitation signal �here F �q�r�t�� by the square of the
sensitivity function� This minor complication is the
price we have to pay in the case of closed�loop data�
Estimating G in ��� is an open�loop problem since

the reference signal r and the noise e are uncorrelated�
hence we can use all standard open�loop results for the
statistical properties of the resulting estimate� For in�
stance� using the frequency domain results in Section
��� in ��
 we see that the resulting optimal estimate will
be

Gopt � argmin
G

Z �

��

���� G�F

	 �G�F
�

GF

	 �GF

����
�
�r���

jH�j�
d�

� argmin
G

Z �

��

����G� �G

	 �GF

����
�
jS�j

�jF j��r���

jH�j�
d� ���

From this expression it is clear that several players will
a�ect the bias G� � G� Here we especially would like
to stress the weighting by the true sensitivity function
S� that automatically will be present in this method�
This will be important when trying to match the iden�
ti�cation and control criteria since the latter typically
involve shaping of the sensitivity function and related
objects�

�
� Other methods

The presentation in this section will be very brief
since it covers� almost exclusively� well�known results
on closed�loop identi�cation� This section is included
mainly for ease of reference�

The direct method

Perhaps the most commonly used method for identi�
�cation is the standard least�squares prediction error
method� When applied to closed�loop data in a direct
fashion using measurements of the input u and the out�
put y we obtain the so called direct method� Let the
model be

y�t� � G�q� ��u�t� �H�q� ��e�t� ���

In open�loop �u and e uncorrelated� we will get con�
sistent estimates of the true system even when using
incorrect noise models �see� e�g�� Theorem ��� in ��
��
However� in closed�loop this is not the case� Instead
have the following� In closed�loop the resulting opti�
mal estimate becomes �	


Gopt � argmin
G

Z �

��

���� G� �G

	 �G�F

����
�
jF j��r���

jH���j�

�

���� 	 �GF

	 �G�F

����
�
�v���

jH���j�
d�

Note that� due to the second term in this expression�
the resultingGopt will be biassed whenever the true sys�
tem �including the noise model� cannot be described
correctly within the model set� This complication�
caused by the correlation between the input and the
noise� has lead researchers to construct other methods

that does not have this �aw � for instance various in�
direct methods such as the dual�Youla method�
Before closing this section� let us make two additional

remarks regarding the direct method� The �rst is that
under certain circumstances the bias�inclination of the
G�estimate can be negligible conditions for this can be
found in ��
 where also an alternative expression for the
bias distribution of the direct method is derived� The
second remark is the following� If we in ��� choose the
following noise model

H�q� �� � H��q��	 �G�q� ��F �q�� � �

the direct method is equivalent to the indirect method
���� To see this we note that the predictor for ��� with
this choice of noise model is

!y�tj�� � H���q� ��G�q� ��u�t� � �	�H���q� ���y�t�

� H��
�

�q� ��
G�q� ��

	 �G�q� ��F �q�
�F �q��r�t� � y�t��

� y�t��H��
�

�q� ��
	

	 � F �q�G�q� ��
y�t�

� H��
�

�q� ��
G�q� ��F �q�

	 �G�q� ��F �q�
r�t� �

� �	�H��
�

�q� ���y�t�

But this is exactly the predictor for ��� with the noise
model H��q�� hence the two methods are equivalent�

The dual�Youla method

The dual�Youla method � which can be seen as a spe�
cial parameterization of the general indirect method
� is an interesting alternative to the above mentioned
methods� In the SISO case it works as follows� Let
F � X�Y �X � Y stable� coprime� and let Gnom � N�D
�N � D stable� coprime� be any system that is stabilized
by F � Then� as R ranges over all stable transfer func�
tions� the set�

G � G�q� �� �
N�q� � Y �q�R�q� ��

D�q��X�q�R�q� ��

�

describes all systems that are stabilized by F � This
idea can now be used for identi�cation �see� e�g�� ��� �
��
Given an estimate R of R� we can compute an estimate
of the transfer function G as

G �
N � Y R

D �XR
���

Note that� using the dual�Youla parameterization we
can write

T �q� �� � L�q�X�q��N�q� � Y �q�R�q� ���

where L � 	��Y D � NX� is stable and inversely sta�
ble� With this parameterization the identi�cation prob�
lem ��� becomes

z�t� � R�q� ��x�t� �H�q� ��e�t� ���

where

z�t� � y�t�� L�q�N�q�X�q�r�t�

x�t� � L�q�X�q�Y �q�r�t�



The coprime factor identi�cation method

We will conclude this section by brie�y mentioning one
more closed�loop identi�cation method� namely the so
called coprime factor identi�cation method �	�
� It can
be understood as follows� Rewriting ��� and ��� using
the �ltered signal x � Lr gives

y�t� � �T��q�x�t� � S��q�H��q�e�t�

u�t� � �S��q�x�t� � F �q�S��q�H��q�e�t�

Here

�T� �
G�FL

��

	 �G�F
and �S� �

FL��

	 �G�F

For our purposes L can be any �lter that yields stable
mappings �y� u�� x and x� �y� u� the choice of L is
discussed in detail in �	�
� Given estimates of �T� and
�S�� an estimate of G� can be computed as

G�q� �
�T �q�
�S�q�

This last step is of course super�uous if the �hopefully�
coprime factors �T and �S are used directly in the control
design�

� Uni�cation of the identi�ca�

tion for control schemes

Of course� much of the motivation for using customized
closed�loop identi�cation methods� such as the dual�
Youla method and the coprime factor identi�cation
scheme� has been to come up with identi�cation meth�
ods that can be used in the identi�cation problem
�	b� given a certain control performance function J �
As mentioned in the introduction� many groups have
produced papers advocating a special identi�cation
method� In this section we will study four di�erent
approaches to identi�cation for control� all based on
di�erent control design paradigms� and we will show
that the same indirect method ��� can be used to solve
the identi�cation problem �	b� in all these cases�

�
� Internal model control IMC�

In a series of papers �see� e�g�� ��� 
� Lee et al� describe
the �windsurfer approach� to adaptive robust control�
This scheme of iterative identi�cation and control de�
sign is based on the internal model control �IMC� design
paradigm� The aim is to increase the bandwidth of the
controlled system gradually by experimentally re�ning
the model and re�designing the controller�
In the following we will brie�y present the underlying

ideas in the windsurfer approach� Let the true plant
G� and the model G be stable� In the IMC method the
controller is then chosen as

F �
Q

	�GQ

where Q is a suitably chosen stable transfer function�
The control performance is based on

J�G�� F � � T� � Tdes �
G�F

	 �G�F
� Tdes

where Tdes is some desired complementary sensitivity
function� As shown in e�g�� ��
� we are hence lead to the
following robust performance degradation measure

kJ�G�� F �� J�G�� F �k� � k
G�F

	 �G�F
�

GF

	 �GF
k�

By working out the algebra we see

kJ�G�� F �� J�G�� F �k�� ����� G�F

	 �G�F
�

GF

	 �GF

����
�

�

�

���� �G� �G�F

�	 �G�F ��	 �GF �

����
�

�

�

	

��

Z �

��

����G� �G

	 �GF

����
�

jS�j
�jF j�d�

Hence to minimize kJ�G�� F � � J�G�� F �k� we could
apply the indirect method ��� with the reference spec�
trum and the noise model chosen as

�r���

jH�j�
� 	

Lee et al� suggest that the dual�Youla method should
be used instead of ���� The main advantage with this
method is of course that the resulting estimate G is
guaranteed to be stabilized by F � However� since the
dual�Youla method is a special parameterization of the
standard indirect method the statistical properties of
dual�Youla method will be equal those of other indirect
methods� such as ���� This includes the bias distribu�
tion which is given by ���� So from this point of view
there is no di�erence between the dual�Youla method
��� and the indirect method ���� A major draw�back
with the dual�Youla method� though� is that G will typ�
ically be of high order �cf� ���� and� furthermore� the
model order can not be controlled� Another practical
problem is the complexity of the method we need to
�nd an auxiliary model Gnom� compute coprime factor�
izations of both F andGnom and construct the signals z
and x in ��� before even starting to estimate the Youla�
factor R and once we have found an estimate we have
to compute the corresponding model G using ���� An�
other problem is that it is not clear how Gnom should
be chosen in general� and from practical experience we
have seen that a poor choice of Gnom may lead to very
poor models of the plant� Thus� in our opinion� the
indirect method ��� clearly is a better choice than the
dual�Youla method�

�
� Mixed sensitivity optimization

In the preceeding section we saw an example how to
tune our identi�cation method to match a certain con�
trol design criterion based on the complementary sen�
sitivity function� A closely related� but more general�



result can be derived by the considering the following
mixed sensitivity optimization problem

min
F
kJ�G�� F �k� � min

F

����
�
WSS�
WTT�

�����
�

where WS and WT are weighting functions used to
shape the sensitivity and complementary sensitivity
functions� respectively�
Now� for a �xed controller F � the corresponding iden�

ti�cation problem �	b� becomes

min
G
kJ�G�� F �� J�G�F �k� �

min
G

����
�
WS�S� � S�
WT �T� � T �

�����
�

�	��

and since

����
�
WS�S� � S�
WT �T� � T �

�����
�

�

�

������
�
�WS

	
�

��G�F
� �

��GF



WT

	
G�F

��G�F
� GF

��GF



�
�
������
�

�

�

����
�
�WS

WT

�
�G� �G�F

�	 �G�F ��	 � FG�

����
�

�

�

	

��

Z �

��

����G� �G

	 �GF

����
�

jS�j
�jF j��jWS j

� � jWT j
��d�

we realize� after comparing with expression ���� that we
may solve �	�� by using the indirect method ��� with
the experiment design choices

�r���

jH�j�
� jWS j

� � jWT j
�

By choosing WS � � and WT � 	 we re�obtain the
result in the previous section� as expected�

�
� LQG tracking

In the so called Zangscheme �see� e�g�� �	� 	�� 	�
� the
following LQG criterion is employed

min
F
kJ�G�� F �k�� �

min
F

lim
N��

NX
t��

��y�t�� r�t��� � ��u��t�


We are thus lead to the following identi�cation problem

min
G
kJ�G�� F �� J�G�F �k�� �

min
G

lim
N��

NX
t��

��y�t�� !y�t��� � ���u�t�� !u�t���


Here !y�t� and !u�t� are the closed�loop signals obtained
by replacing the true system G� by G and letting v�t� �
� in the feedback system in Figure 	�

Now� it can be shown that �	�


kJ�G�� F �� J�G�F �k�� �

	

��

Z �

��

����G� �G

	 �GF

����
�

jS�j
��	 � ��jF j��jF j��r���d�

�
	

��

Z �

��

jS�j
��	 � ��jF j���v���d�

�		�

The second term in the RHS in �		� is independent of
G� hence kJ�G�� F ��J�G�F �k�� is minimized by taking

jH�j
� �

	

	 � ��jF j�

in the indirect method ����
Here we may note that in �	�
 it is shown that

kJ�G�� F � � J�G�F �k�� is minimized by the direct
method ��� with the noise model �pre�lter� chosen as

jH���j� �
j	 � FG���j�

	 � ��jF j�

Using the equivalence condition � �� we see that these
two results are in fact identical�

�
� H��design based on robustness op�
timization

The coprime factor identi�cation scheme has been mo�
tivated by considering the following control design cri�
terion �	�� 	�


min
F
kJ�G�� F �k�

where now

J�G�� F � �

�
G�

	

�
�	 � FG��

��

	 F

�

For robust performance we should in the corresponding
identi�cation step try to minimize

kJ�G�� F �� J�G�F �k�

It is shown in �	�
 how J�G�� F �� J�G�F � can be ex�
pressed using coprime factors which� when replacing
the ��norm by the ��norm� immediately leads to the
coprime factor identi�cation scheme� Here though we
will choose a di�erent and more straight�forward route�
We have

kJ�G�� F �� J�G�F �k�� �����
��

G�

	

�
	

	 �G�F
�

�
G
	

�
	

	 �GF

�
	 F

�����
�

�

�

����
�

	
�F

�
G� �G

�	 �G�F ��	 �GF �


	 F

�����
�

�

�

�
	

��

Z �

��

����G� �G

	 �GF

����
�

jS�j
��	 � jF j���d�

Thus we see that kJ�G�� F � � J�G�F �k� is minimized
by the indirect method ��� by choosing the reference
spectrum and the noise model to match

�r���

jH�j�
�

�	 � jF j���

jF j�



The coprime factor identi�cation method is consider�
ably more involved then the indirect method ���� This
is mainly due to the �lter L which should be computed
using the coprime factors of an auxiliary model Gnom

�see� e�g�� �	�
�� A nice feature with this method is that
we may apply a standard prediction error method to
�nd the estimates �T and �S which implies that we may
parameterize �T and �S on a common�denominator form
to avoid high�order estimates G� However� if we in the
control design not use the coprime factors directly this
method is unnecessarily complex compared to the indi�
rect method ��� which then would be a better choice�

� Concluding remarks

The main point we wish to make in this paper is that
identi�cation step in a number of identi�cation for con�
trol schemes can be performed in a uni�ed and simpli�
�ed manner using a single indirect method� which� in
our opinion� is a better choice for closed�loop identi�ca�
tion than� e�g�� the dual�Youla method and the coprime
factor identi�cation method�

The common feature in the identi�cation for control
schemes considered in this paper is that a H� crite�
rion is used �at least in the identi�cation step�� This
fact enabled us to show that a single indirect identi�ca�
tion method can be tuned so as to minimize the plant�
model mismatch in control�relevant frequency weighted
norms� Thus� from the identi�cation point of view�
these identi�cation for control schemes are equivalent�

The critical reader might have noticed we have ne�
glected variance aspects of the estimated models in this
paper� In general it is of course important to real�
ize that the quality of the estimate depends on both
bias and variance errors� However� in the closed�loop
situation we consider here� data is assumed collected
directly from the normally operating controlled plant�
Hence there should be virtually no limit in the amount
of data we can collect which implies that we quite safely
can neglect the variance issues since these e�ects decay
as the inverse of the number of data samples�
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